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CLC MEMBERS.CO.UK 

3RD ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

HELD AT THE GREAT BARR HOTEL, Birmingham  on 14th MAY 2011 

 

The Meeting Commenced at 1300 Hours 

Robert Alexander welcomed everyone to the meeting and it was established that about 50% were attending for the first 
time. 

Number of members present at the meeting - 103 

Robert thanked all who made the meeting possible and for all the offers of help he had received.  He introduced 
Ron Lawson (VC Elected Member Director) and thanked him for attending for the second year running.  Robert asked 
the floor to try and stick to the items on the agenda and that audience participate on would be easier this year with a 
roving microphone. 

Topics were then discussed in the order as they appeared on the agenda 

LEISURE SALES 

As there was a lot of activity and concerns about Leisure Sales both on the Internet and on the Members Website, this 
was a key Topic to start the meeting.  Robert explained that Leisure Sales were selling inventory from some of the 
Existing VC Resorts but that the inventory in the new Leisure Sales Division was probably additional inventory through 
the Leaseback facilities afforded to CLC Estates owners. 

He explained that Marketing are also allocated certain weeks from a variety of clubs to get new members.  A query 
from the floor was whether Leisure Sales were intending to sell VC membership where direct sales are happening?  
Guy Mantel reported later that they were not Directly Selling on these holidays, but they would likely generate leads 
from them.  VC members are concerned about having invested thousands of pounds and not getting exclusivity which 
they believed they bought into. There was a lot of agreement from the meeting that members felt aggrieved about this.  
Members stated that they struggle to book from their Inventory and then now they will find themselves next to other 
holiday makers who have managed to get the resort they requested without having invested any money into   a 'club' ! 

Eric echoed these feelings and concerns and gave an example of the ‘suspicions of members' when he reported that in  
July 2010 when he was leaving Malaga, in the airport's departure lounge there was an unmanned CLC desk offering 
7 nights from £199 per person – for a year!!  Robert explained that these are probably not CLC Sales Decks and could 
be other companies that have access to CLC Inventory through Cross Utilisation Agreements, or they could even be 
the Ambassador T ravel Club (Formerly CLC Travel).  The floor was told that they can operate separately outside of 
VC even though it is effectively CLC Travel.  35% of the floor was not aware of Ambassador and its presence.  Leaflets 
have been seen to have their Company Name on it and people should check and ask what company they represent, and 
thus keep facts clear about who is selling what. 

It was at this point “Availability” became the topic of discussion linked into the Leisure Sales and the concept that it 
affected members ability to get were they wanted and on suitable dates.  Members were asked to give their name prior 
to raising a point, or making a comment. 
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Ron said that the Leisure Sales Division is about new property that a developer is building of which most of it is new.  
Once built anybody can buy then and they understand that CLC having found buyers will lease some of the weeks to 
pay the buyers some rent.  CLC tell Ron that this is an increase in availability – but in width not depth, but only the 
accommodation that CLC can afford to maintain.  CLC have a fixed inventory cost whether the accommodation is 
booked or not.  How do you run a club like CLC only in the high season?  You have to have inventory 365 days of the 
year which has to be paid for.  Ron asked the floor “What do you understand by exclusivity?”  This does not happen 
on any resort.  There are cross utilisation agreements but it is the disingenuous selling tactics at point of sale is what 
angers the members. 

Ron also said that there is enough inventory but not all in high season, although other Members stated that the majority 
of their requests were not High Season. 

Leslie said that in January they  tried to book for July or August in Tenerife – couldn’t get any holiday, but felt very 
upset that CLC have  taken their money (as Diamond members) and then they openly see that CLC are “selling” 
holidays to others. 

Through a show of hands 55% of the floor had experienced regular problems with availability.   

Declan (Gold member) – reported that he has been told no membership levels were told that higher level memberships 
get priority and there is no proof either way.  There was often a reference made about Priority and how it seemed to 
differ depending on Membership Level.  Chris said there is no such thing as “priority” and that it must not be confused 
with the ability to book further ahead up to four years, depending on your Membership Level.  

Diane added about Leisure Sales that VC no longer feels like an exclusive club like it was sold to her in the beginning.  
She felt, and this was supported by many, that availability should be enhanced for CLC members and be one of many 
valid reasons for buying a Club Product.  Robert echoed the sentiment and felt that it does seem as though CLC has 
lost that “special touch” once felt when going on CLC Holidays and again this was echoed from other owners. 

Rose explained that she was told P latinum Members would get priority in bookings but found she could still not get 
where she wanted. 

Amanda – CLC will tell you they have enough availability but that it’s not helpful or 'honest' when the availability is 
not at the times and where people want to go.  Most  members cannot take advantage of last minute offers. 

Than a question was raised about how  VC inventory is sorted and how can members get more access via Leisure Sales 
acquisition?  Robert explained that as stated previously, CLC Management and Members Services could deem it 
appropriate, on a day to day basis, to allow inventory swaps but whilst doing so would need to keep an eye on balanced 
space management that doesn’t exceed the value of the weeks. 

Geoff – When buying more points could they rent or purchase more points from CLC?  VC said that it was not possible.  
You cannot rent directly from CLC.  If he wanted to bring family he stated that he could purchase outside of VC.  
Geoff gave some statistics that he calculated that would mean CLC would have to provide 1000 more apartments.  

Sue said she was a fixed week member.  Decided not to buy into VC – but she is involved in RCI points.  In a points 
club there has to be sufficient inventories in the club to ensure ability to meet the needs of its members.  Some of the 
fixed week members have given back their weeks to VC.  Members need to speak to their Board about this, if they 
require more information. 
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Ian – New inventory eg Florida/Turkey is new stock, no problem but  the problem is in existing stock (old stock).  Why 
is availability with old resorts so difficult to get. 45% of the floor said they had experienced problems. 

Vivian does not ask for high season – and she  has given CLC wide locations and wide timescales and has been very 
flexible, but  still cannot get what she wants.  40% of the floor agreed with this at this point. 

Robert pointed out that CLCMembers can show evidence of members’ displeasure and facts and figures about 
availability and can be checked on the website and verified.  However, although CLC say their stats show an acceptable 
level of availability, CLC does not make this evidence publicly available to support their figures? 

Peter asked does the rental from Direct Sales go to enhance VC?   

Robert said no, it will go to Direct Sales Division which is different inventory, although there is a possibility of some 
cross utilisation but this is controlled by Management and Members Services 

Dave asked about the website based booking system – where is it?  RCI have this system and they can see availability 
straight away.  Why does CLC not offer a web based booking system?  Then it would be fairer to all.  This was asked 
of Guy Mantel last year and he said it was being addressed.  CLC have to honour what they sold to members.   Robert 
explained that this is probably not a Live Booking System and that it would probably need to be checked before actually 
booked. We can ask Guy when he comes about this. 

Jackie gave an example of her personal experience – as a teacher she needed school holidays – was told it would be 
difficult but it would be ok if they booked at least 12 months in advance.  She said she tried to book for July  2012 and 
had been told there is nothing available in Ibiza/Balearics/Spain – all of Europe.  There was no USA availability and 
is currently on a waiting list for Canada and Bahamas but no guarantees could be made.  She explained that she is now 
retired and can book outside school holidays but that its not making much difference on being able to get what she 
wants and when. 

Stephen – booked 12 months in advance last week for America.  He is now a P latinum member and has had positive 
experiences so far.  He checks every week and his experience on the phone is different to using the website which 
might not have been updated. So the advice was to still call and not just depend on CLC’s Website.  

Lindsay mentioned how Duchally is very difficult to book and was a sentiment met with agreement from the floor.  
However with “Hoseasons” you can get into Duchally very easily.  Robert explained that within the New Leisure Sales 
Division two Ex Directors of Hoeseasons and Air Tours were now employed.  This connection was probably one  
reason that such deals were available, but that it is likely this inventory is not part of the VC Club.   Nonetheless 
Availability is still a problem and doubts were cast and people wondered, where was the incentive to join VC when 
through these other companies you can have the same holiday without the costs of joining, and without annual 
maintenance fees? 

Hannah stated that she booked a week for July with no problem and wondered why there were many differing 
experiences.  However the majority from the room did have availability problems. 

Janet phoned in May for November/December in Tenerife and the choice was very very limited.  

Someone from the floor had said that they Exchanged three fixed weeks for points in the past but still had availability 
problems. 
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MIS-SELLING 

Through a show of hands from the floor 70% felt they bought into exclusivity, meaning access to CLC Resort 
Inventory. Because of CLC’s Direct Sales this now raised the question of whether there was a MIS-SELLING issue? 

The question was also raised as to whether this was a breach of contract?  After some debate it was generally agreed 
that this should be followed up.  Mis-Selling was illustrated by the recent PPI Insurance judgement against Lloyds 
TSB.  It was agreed that Members would need to gather material and evidence to back this claim if it was to be taken 
any further.  A suggestion was made to gather some funds from those interested, so that a Lawyer could advise whether 
there was a case. 

Members agreed that we should ask CLC if they agreed that some members have been missold, and if so, would they 
enter into dialogue with CLCMembers and address their concerns. This would be preferred before any Legal Route 
was sought.  It was also suggested that  CLC could make a concession to members and ideas mooted were that VC 
members could have a fixed discount from Direct Sales Holidays or fixed reductions on management fees.   

Margaret made the point that members would need evidence and most of the selling is word of mouth and nothing is 
written down.  Members agreed unanimously that they were told buying into A Points Club was an investment and 
that you can re-sell it and rent it out to Guests.  Robert highlighted that there have been many bulletins from CLC 
where offers and access have stated “exclusive to CLC and/or VC/Options Members”.  This info has been captured on 
the Members site and members themselves have kept the bulletins also. 

Jackie – told the floor that in law an oral contract is binding, and if there are enough people saying the same thing there 
is an element of proof.  A Membership couple were told to put the deeds into names of their children to avoid 
inheritance tax.  It was noted that others have recorded this on the Members Site also and that they have been told by 
CLC that they have no value, which additionally has been recorded from others who have run businesses and gone 
into Bankruptcy.  Members agreed that this was another example of mis-selling. 

Robert highlighted that the TCA (Timeshare Consumer Association) were involved with solicitors on a particular Mis 
Selling Issue, but it may be that CLC are not directly implicated, but possibly with a Financial organisation under the 
Consumer Credit Act 1974.  Again in this case it was seemingly because a large percentage of members felt that they 
were mis-sold. 

Geoff asked if money could be put into a fund that could be used to find out if there are grounds to take it to court.  It 
was felt that as individuals we have no power, but as a group we do and it should be a negotiator from outside – a 
solicitor to represent all members?  Robert suggested that it was very important to find out what CLC have to say about 
it first. Without such information, there could be no basis of a case.  A Solicitor would ask what CLC say probably, 
and of course evidence would need to be gathered, but of course dialogue would be preferred.  

Steve asked is it corporate or individual mis-selling.  He was told they could buy aircraft tickets with their points?  Was 
this a lie?  

Robert advised and members agreed, that they need to get everything in writing for it to hold any value.  

Keith said from the floor that he had frequently stayed in an apartment at San Diego next to the marketing suite and 
had heard very many ridiculous promises but none of it was available in writing. 

Chris said, what do members want out of an action against CLC?  Concessions?  Money back? Ideas were mentioned 
previously about % Discount on Fees or % Discount on Direct Sales availability. Needs further discussion but not until 
we hear what CLC say. 
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MEMBERS SERVICES ON FORUM 

This was seen as a positive move and members agreed that it was easy to Clarify areas of doubt via this direct link. 

RESALES 

Guy Mantel had emailed Robert and was under the impression that a Resale’s Facility existed on the 
CLCMembers.co.uk website and had asked Robert to remove it.  Robert explained to Guy if he was referring to a 
structured part of the members website, where people were directed to discuss with each other, what they wanted to 
sell or offer use in other ways to each other, that he would not be removing it. Guy agreed not to ask for it to be 
removed and Robert informed Guy that in future he would like to know where rumours are initiated, and that unless 
such information was given, he would not be prepared to engage in anything other than fact.  Robert also explained 
that he’d been contacted on holiday by Guy because Guy had “received information”  that Robert was telling other 
owners about the website.  As it transpired, Robert had only spoken to the Rep on the site at Sunningdale and mentioned 
it because her Mother was actually an owner.  It would seem the Rep or someone at CLC had taken things out of 
proportion, but this was just another example of CLC not getting facts and jumping to conclusions.  It was pointed out 
that Robert is always ensuring Members to get Facts when posting information on the Members site and that the same 
rules should apply within CLC.  

Members agreed that they are entitled to sell or send guests to whomever and where ever they want and that no rules 
were being broken. 

John, present at the meeting, who is a VC Gold member bought points in two lots of 750 points.  The second batch of 
points he bought were “surrendered points”.  CLC won’t buy his points back but will take their “surrendered points” 
and that this was part of an Internal System available to all CLC Sales. 

Derek said he was confused about resales of points or Renting out a week to a Guest.  When in Hustyns in April a 
salesman mentioned how to earn money back for maintenance fees – book a week and then sell it on. 

You can book a week with it and then try and sell the booked week and then depending on Membership Level, only 
have to purchase a “Guest Certificate”. 

OTHER POINTS 

Ian raised the lack of communication with the members.  Query.  He doesn’t feel like a member.  CLC lacking in 
making members feel valued or supported. issues to be addressed: 

 Resort closures – who told us they were closed? 

 Refurbishment of apartments – where? 

 Direct selling 

 Availability – not 

 On line billing 

 Reminders for late payment 

 2 for 1 weeks – not advertised. 
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NOT FEELING VALUED AS A MEMBER – they must make people feel special. 

Tony was in Tenerife at Christmas and he was given a calendar 2011/2012 for 2 for 1 offers.  

Bethan who is an ex-member surrendered 2012.  Feedback from AGM has only just been published recently.  
Encourage EMD to get AGM minutes to be available by end of the year (as had taken nine months). 

CLC’s argument is that the minutes are in multi-languages but could the English be signed off more quickly. 

Debs said all members should share information on the forums.  Dealing direct is useful and sometimes essential but 
once we all know the information and CLC is aware, they will be more careful about what is said.  

Sue was concerned as much about what is communicated.  Mis-information abounds and we must prevent it.  CLC 
could be telling people what they think they want to hear and not present the facts. 

For instance in Las Farolas where Sue is on the committee and were the origins of CLC started through Fixed week 
owners, Sue felt that CLC do what they want.  From a discussion off the floor with Ron Lawson, Sue was to ld the 
majority of fixed week owners were all happy apart from two, but Sue’s experience from being on the committee 
shows this was not the same information.  

Sue said Guy was telling VC owners how management fees were set by the Board but she said that it  is the Management 
Company that sets the fees.  Guy thought it was more democratic that the committee had account but Sue says this was 
not the case.  Given that EMD’s can be outvoted by the Founder Member its difficult to see how the EMD’s can win 
a vote.  On Fixed Week Committees, they have more members on the Committee but its still the Management who 
decide, and this is usually represented by the Chair, John Greengrass. 

Robert also has similar experiences as an EMD of the Options club. 

Lynn is a platinum VC member.  She and her husband feel they have been lied to from the start.  America and Israel 
is where she has family and CLC promised there would be no problems getting accommodation.  Went to Cyprus 
accommodation – dreadful even though promised 5 star.  Portugal Laganmar – promised nights in Israel – but couldn’t 
get availability. 

Peter commented on the minutes not coming out?  Isn’t it in the constitution that minutes have to be sent out by a fixed 
date?  Should be raised at the next Board Meeting. 

All members can see the constitution on the web site and also Members could email it to each other to offer discussion. 

HOLIDAY AUCTIONS 

A Presentation was given on this site and is an option for people to find and Rent out Weeks booked using the points 
they had spare, or the Points left unused prior to notification of intention of leaving. 

www.holidayauctions.org.uk 

Book any weeks you can and then you can advertise them on the site.  Robert went through how to navigate the site.  
This was a low cost option where you could advertise for 1, 6 or 12 Months at a cost of £2, £4 or £6 and at the same 
time remain open to Offers.  This site is outside of CLCMembers and engages the whole presence of the Internet. 

It was also pointed out that you could actually be Selling your Ownership because you have notified CLC of your 
intent to leave, but at the same time you could have booked weeks with your points and be renting out those weeks 
you booked.  You would get a Guest Certificate for anyone who wins your Auction and only need to get it once you 
have a buyer.  You just need to ensure that you inform people within your Auction Description.  Some people were 
doing this already and a member had already had £250 Sale, which is better than getting nothing back when and if you 
are going to leave. 

Robert offered training for members at the end of the Day. 
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DIAL AN EXCHANGE.COM (“DAE”) 

Paula Vickers spoke on behalf of DAE. 

There was now a Presentation on how you could Bank your weeks with DAE and take out other holidays from the 

many advertised on their site.  www.dialanexchange.com 

When you draw out a Holiday, you have to pay £89 or £99 for the holiday. The holidays may not be of he same quality 
but you can sign up to the site for Free anyway.  A Special Offer has been negotiated for CLCMembers.co.uk whereby 
you will get £10 off your First booking.  The link is on the CLCMembers Website and must be Clicked on, to get the 

Benefit. http://clcmembers.co.uk/dial.html 

Paula answered questions from the floor.  Tried to contact CLC and spoke to several trying to get confirmation from 
CLC.  There was a concern about Guest Certificates and Paula Vickers was going to speak to Guy Mantel about this.  
A Topic exists on the Members website about the on-going situation. 

http ://clcmembers.co.uk/forum/index.php?/top ic/2740-dial-membership -offered/  There could yet be an 
unresolved issue. 

 

NOTE: 
These minutes are for CLCMembers.co.uk only . 

Our Special thanks go to “Margie” for taking the minutes on the day . 
They  have been agreed by  a number of other Members who contributed their notes as well. 
 

CLCMembers.co.uk only , may  produce them on other sites that Market CLCMembers.co.uk 
Please do not distribute them to anyone else without the Permission of CLCMembers.co.uk 

 
A second part will be available shortly  where we are waiting on the minutes being agreed by  Guy  Mantel 
from Club La Costa, who was p resent and spoke at the event. 

http://clcmembers.co.uk/dial.html
http://clcmembers.co.uk/forum/index.php?/topic/2740-dial-membership-offered/

